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"Poltergeist" remains a terrifying film to modern audiences — even if TV static, the Yellow Pages, and references to Ronald Reagan may leave them confused.
Things Only Adults Notice In Poltergeist
Mel Robbins is a Personal Development Speaker, and International Best-Selling Author. 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. “Simple Disciplines.” High-fiving yourself in the mirror. Mel is filled to the brim with these ...
Episode 134: Mel Robbins – Mel Robbins – Personal Development Speaker, and International Best-Selling Author
In writing his new novel, the Irish author spent years tracing the secret yearnings of Mann—who, he says, played a lifelong “game between what was revealed and what was concealed.” ...
How Colm Tóibín Burrowed Inside Thomas Mann’s Head
Winnie the Pooh fans can now stay in an adorable themed Airbnb hidden away in the real forest that inspired A.A Milne for the Hundred Acre Wood ...
Winnie the Pooh fans can book an adorable themed Airbnb in the real Hundred Acre Wood
There are plenty of options out there, but not all are cut out for the long run. Some of us are guilty of grabbing the first one to catch our eyes while perusing the aisles of Target, but at some ...
Behold: The 40 Best Eyeliners Of All Time
This Morning host Holly Willoughby has shared adorable snaps of her magical staycation at Winnie the Pooh's 'house' in Ashdown Forest in Sussex ...
Holly Willoughby and daughter Belle visit Winnie the Pooh's home for cute staycation
Lesy is the author of more than a dozen books, including the classic — which I studied in graduate school, by the way — “Wisconsin Death Trip.” He is an emeritus professor of literary ...
Same as it ever was: These snapshots show how life in the ’70s mirrors life today
Republicans are criticizing a new Ramsey County policy ending felony prosecutions that result from low-level traffic stops. County Attorney John Choi says these types of traffic stops ...
St. Paul won't prosecute felonies discovered during traffic stops
Musician Topaz Jones and directing duo rubberband. reimagine the Black ABCs in this Sundance-winning short film.
Don’t Go Tellin’ Your Momma
Similarly, Debora O'Donnell of Fox Point wears ensembles that match her "lifelong love": Books. Her Instagram ... She references the mirror on her door to see the reflection of her iPhone ...
This Wisconsin woman styles outfits to match book covers on her popular Instagram
Despite these pandemic times where few things can be relied upon, one aspect of entertainment that has remained consistently interesting and attention-grabbing is the steady stream of new books by ...
LGBTQ fall & winter books
The first thing you’ll want to do when the festival kicks off this weekend is catch John Gerrard’s already legendary Mirror Pavilion ... talents of Ardal O’Hanlon and Deirdre O’Kane ...
Gig of the Week: Galway arts festival welcomes John Gerrard and more
To have the second-biggest wildfire in California history – and only 30 percent contained as I write, heading for the record books – is off ... being “green,” e.g., powering some of ...
A climate choice we can make
“Then, of course, with the manmade disasters of 9/11, and with the war on terror,” Calvo said, lawmakers wanted to have a process on the books to respond. Saddam Hussein’s biological weapons ...
Guam's Emergency Health Powers Act had 9/11 in the rearview mirror
Following her career at West Virginia, where she remains in the school record books, McCutchan gave back to the sport through teaching and volunteerism, particularly with Special Olympics.
Swim standout Riccio ‘had a spark’
The surreal quality of the place becomes a mirror ... the book nears the end, time begins tumbling forward in a chaotic manner. It's hard to know what is real and what is imagined as the novel ...
Book review: Love and loss in 'Breathe' by Joyce Carol Oates
as well as grief related books and brochures for its Lending Library. * Leaders of Tomorrow ($2,000) to mentor youth ages 11-17 through physical fitness, educational opportunities, life skills and ...
Nonprofits receive grants from Operation Our Town
This is going to be a reality soon, at least on mirrors. A group of engineering students has developed a smart mirror through which one can know weather updates, time, temperature, watch videos ...
BOSE students innovate ‘smart mirror’ that doubles up as virtual screen
The Woman in The Mirror is a new play based on Texas Radio ... Dayna will also be signing books in the lobby after each the Q&A. The show runs 75 minutes with no intermission.
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